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Oil is the major source of energy in Iran.

difficult important small little

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Vocabulary: choose the best synonym for the underlined words and mark it on your answer sheet.

Knowledge is an important asset for an individual.

wealth motion wind cycle

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

To have a permanent vegetation, soils develop usually over a period about between one hundred

and two hundred years.

meat cheese milk plants

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Venus has a dense atmosphere made up chiefly of carbon dioxide.

extended circular thick narrow

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her hands were shaking when she was receiving the award for her scientific research.

refusing penetrating vibrating deforming

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mountain ranges are in large part made of sedimentary rocks that with other rocks have been 

crushed and folded into gigantic ranges.

happened pressed represented appeared

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A major movement would take place in the lithosphere to restore the equilibrium.

formation inactivity continent balance 

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The boy …………. is studying is my brother.

whom who how which

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fill in the Blanks: choose the best answer to fill in each blank space and mark it on your answer sheet.

Life on the earth depends …………… its atmosphere.

on at for aside

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The poli'cal …………… in Iran led to a revolu'on in 1979.

distribution particle definition crisis

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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When the sun's rays pass into upper parts of the atmosphere, they are not modified very much.

changed determined absorbed accepted

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The solar ...............reaches parts in which gases and particles are dense.

desert beam damage weather

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She is intelligent …………… hardworking.

within as well as about over

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Rain is the ……….. form of precipitation.

liquid solid gas vapor

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

snow is made of ice ........................that are formed in clouds.

hail ocean crystal sleet

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Snow closely influences the lives of many people living in cities or in villages. Snow can be both

useful and …………. .

blank correct harmful political

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Yesterday the weather was ………………

united economic grammatical stormy

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She is going on a very ……….. mission.

dangerous dangerously endanger danger

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As we know, life would not exist on our planet, if …………. did not exist.

flower money water summer

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In 20th century, we are facing an energy .....................

crisis leaving search satisfying

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Among the solid ………………., Mercury is the smallest.

questions planets ways atmospheres

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………… is the process in which sedimentary rocks along with other rocks are crushed to make

mountain ranges.

Shield Orogeny Central plateau Tectonic plates

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Margin or side of a river is called.........................

bank valley channel load

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The giant planets are so massive but without any effects.

����� ���	 
���� ���� ���

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The crust of the earth is shaken by earthquake.

���	 
���  
���� �����

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If the earth had a different atmosphere, then, it would not be the habitable place that is today.

P14

�����  �� �!��" #��� $!�%� &'�(

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Persian equivalents: choose the best Persian equivalent for the underlined words and mark it on your

answer sheet.

Physical geographers do not believe that a landform can only be created by wind erosion.

$)*�+� ,����* ��-!� ������

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A part of the precipitation is absorbed by the soil, but much of it eventually drains into lakes and

streams and even back into the ocean itself.

#�'��� ��.��� �/.!��' 0���1

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Soil development also depends on the topography where the soil forms.

2����' 3�4 �5��6/ �!�%� 785 9:��

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Earthquakes originate within the crust as well as the upper mantle.
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30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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